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- very hermetic
→ gaps partially instrumented
→ small dead regions which did not significantly impact physics
- excellent shower containment
- fine granularity
- good resolution and small noise
→ See a poster for more details on performance
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Motivations for the Calorimeters Upgrade

→ The ATLAS Calorimeters
do NOT need replacement for HL-LHC,
with possible exception of the LAr FCal.
→ The read-out electronics will need to be exchanged due to
limited radiation tolerance,
necessary upgrade of the ATLAS trigger (rates, latency and format).
→The upgrade of the read-out electronics includes a replacement of the
on-detector front-end electronics, optical links,
off-detector signal processing units, powering systems,
interface modules to the TTC and DAQ systems of ATLAS.

→ A new detector for pile-up mitigation at 2.4<|η|<4.3 is proposed:
High-granularity Timing Detector in front of LAr Calorimeter endcap

→ with the objectives of
→ optimizing the performance for high pile-up,
→ preserving the calorimetry current overall performance.
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FCAL
The main functions of the FCal are to provide
calorimetric hermiticity,
→ contributing to good resolution on E miss
T
efficient tagging of forward jets.
At the instantaneous luminosity proposed for the HL-LHC:
→ ion build-up
→ HV sagging
→ argon bubble formation

The existing FCAL was designed to operate
at instantaneous luminosities up to the
maximum proposed for the nominal LHC
experimental program

The combined effects of
ion build-up and
HV sagging cause
distortions of the physics
pulse shapes in
the high-|η| region.

FCal 250 um LAr gap
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sFCal 100 um LAr gap

The upgrade options are
→ replacement of FCAL by sFCal,
→ mini-FCAL,
→ do nothing.
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High granularity sFCAL
An improved and high-granularity version of the existing FCAL:
→ reduce LAr gaps
→ no ion build-up
→ lower protection resistors → no HV sagging
→ introducing cooling loops → no overheating / no bubbles
Physics and performance improvements expected from higher granularity in (ΔηxΔφ):
→by removing the present signal summing
→ will assist in pile-up reduction

sFCAL is THE only option to preserve and
improve on the current performance in the
forward region.
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A jet seen by the FCAL

Same jet in the sFCAL
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New Calorimeter Electronics for HL-LHC (LAr&Tile)
The expected instantaneous and total luminosities during the HL-LHC will bring the current
read-out electronics of the LAr (and Tile) calorimeter system beyond their design specifications.
→ to stay within L1 trigger accept rates of 100 kHz one would need to rise the major trigger thresholds

→ a new hardware trigger to address this (phase-1 LAr, phase-2 TileCal)
→ front-end electronics had been qualified for total radiation doses of 1000 /fb.

→ have to be replaced (phase-2)
→ radiation tolerant front-end electronics
→ optical link system (at 200Tb/s LAr)
→ powerful FPGA-based back-end system
→ improved L0/L1 trigger system

Electron seen by the current trigger

Same electron seen by the new trigger

The implementation details differ slightly between different calorimeters.
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LAr

The new Phase-2 read-out
components are shown
along the top row of the
signal flow:
→ 40-80 MHz fully
digital read-out
→ custom development
for radiation tolerant ADC
and optical links
→ high-bandwidth FPGA
data processing

The Super-Cell trigger read-out, to be installed already during the Phase-1 upgrade,
is shown in the bottom half of the flow diagram. It will provide the input to the low-latency
Level-0 trigger.
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Shopping List for the ATLAS Calorimetry Upgrade during LS3
LAr - FE - radiation hard, custom ASICs in 65-130 nm technologies
- preferably fully integrated in a single chip
pre-amplification, shaping and digitalization
- 12 or 14 bit ADCs
- high-bandwidth optical link system (200Tb/s)
- powerful FPGA-based BE processing

TileCal

- FE - less demanding operational
conditions => possibly a different
technology for a similar task
- high-bandwidth optical link system
- powerful FPGA-based BE processing

Fully functioning prototypes of the front-end and back-end components are planned to be
available by the end of 2017, where a Technical Design Review is foreseen. At this time,
the selection of the optimal read-out concept and the technologies will be made, in order
to prepare and start production of the read-out system in 2018/2019.
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Tile Upgrade Considerations
Central hadronic calorimeter of ATLAS
The motivations for the electronics upgrade are the same as in LAr.
The architectural solution is also identical to that of LAr.
The implementation details are different due to:
→ smaller irradiation levels at the location of electronics
→ different signal pulse shape
→ smaller amount of data to manage

Less demanding conditions
permit for more flexible
solutions for the
front-end electronics
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The ATLAS Calorimetry Upgrade Sequence

LS1

- the new trigger demonstrator installed by LAr
the demonstrators are close to final
solutions with full backward capabilities

Run-2

- few TileCal demonstrators to be installed in ATLAS!!br0ken!!
The Tile demonstrators include full
readout chain (FE->BE)
- LAr to install full new trigger solution
- TileCal to install few more demonstrators (4+ modules)
- Both LAr and TileCal to fully replace the RO electronics

LS2
LS3
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Summary
The ATLAS calorimeters do not need replacement, except perhaps for FCAL.
A new high-granularity sFCal is the only option to improve
on the current performance in the forward region.
The calorimeters read-out electronics have to be replaced to cope with HL-LHC
instant and cumulative radiation levels, and to implement new low level triggering
architecture.
→ optimizing the performance for high pile-up

The grand goal of the ATLAS Calorimeters upgrade is to preserve
the current, excellent performance independently from the rise in the
delivered luminosity during the whole lifetime of the LHC experiment.
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Additional slides
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LHC Schedule
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Mini-FCAL

FCAL

To be placed in front of the existing FCAL and to relax the
energy flux into the FCAL.
Avoids risks associated with the FCAL removal.

The LAr mini-FCAL option
100u gap copper replica of FCAL
→ well understood, conservative technology
→ try to minimize dead material upstream of mini-FCAL
Simulations indicate the feasibility of this solution

The warm mini-FCAL option
Sampling calorimeter with Si or diamond active material
and copper absorber
Feasibility simulations studies are ongoing
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LAr

The new Phase-2 read-out
components are shown
along the top row of the
signal flow. The FEB-2
boards are amplifying
and shaping the detector
signals and digitize all data
at 40-80 MHz.
high-bandwidth optical
data transmission
is used to send the data to
the back-end system equipped
with pre-Processor boards, which
are the interface to the Level-1 trigger
and the ATLAS DAQ.
The Super-Cell trigger read-out, to be installed already during the Phase-1 upgrade,
is shown in the bottom half of the flow diagram. It will provide the input to the low-latency
Level-0 trigger. One demonstrator trigger module already installed for run-2.
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LAr Front-End Upgrade
With the upgrade of the LAr front-end an optimization of the read-out system for HL-LHC
conditions will be possible. An improved treatment of various pile-up effects is the goal of
the future analog and digital signal processing.
Extensive studies to evaluate different pulse shaping and digital signal filtering strategies based
on a detailed simulation of the full read-out chain for highest pile-up scenarios of μ = 200.
Custom ASICs in technologies with feature sizes between 65 nm and 180 nm are being developed
to fulfill these requirements and a prototype ADC chips were produced. The goal of the ASIC
development is an integration of the pre-amplifier, shaper and ADC stages in a single chip.
Current design activities include
180 nm BiCMOS (IBM 7WL)
and 65 nm CMOS technologies
with successful implementations
of the pre-amplification and
shaping stages for 14-bit
and 10-bit signal range,
respectively.
The FE design follows closely
the strategic goal of confronting
very high pile-up.
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LAr Upgrade for Data Transfer and Processing
The R&D on low-power and high-bandwidth serializer and optical link systems is fully integrated
into the CERN-wide lpGBT and VL+ projects.
→ prototype VCSEL calibration array driver
in 250 nm by SoS technology transmission
up to 8 Gb/s.

The back-end Pre-Processor system is a direct
evolution of the LAr Digital Processing System
(LDPS) developed for the Phase-I upgrade of the LAr Calorimeter trigger read-out. The R&D
until the IDR in 2016 will concentrate on evaluating commercial FPGA and optical link systems
which fulfill the high-bandwidth requirements and allow the
necessary concentration of the data in the processing units.
A system and signal processing optimization will be performed
using detailed simulations of the read-out system and the
expected physics.
→ Demonstrator board of the Phase-I LDPB module, which is
equipped with 3 Altera Stratix-V FPGAs. This board is currently
operated to read Super-Cell trigger data from a LAr barrel calorimeter
Region during LHC Run-2.

Fully functioning prototypes of the front-end and back-end components are planned to be available
by the end of 2017, where a Technical Design Review is foreseen. At this time, the selection
of the optimal read-out concept and the technologies will be made, in order to prepare and start
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production
of the read-out system in 2018/2019.

Tile Upgrade Options
Three alternatives are being studied to replace the amplifier/shaper card.
One possibility is simple redesign with new discrete COTS components.
→ digitalization (12bit) kept downstream, 2 gains
→ very well understood performance
→ improved control and monitor functions

The next alternative is custom ASIC chip with characteristics very similar to that of the LAr design
→ small feature sizes (65 or 130 nm) could be very radiation tolerant
→ noise might be lower, particularly if the ADC is incorporated in the ASIC
→ 3 gains

The third option is "Charge Integrator and Encoder" ASIC chip (QIE)
→ no shaping (shorter signals) may be beneficial against pile-up
→ has time stamping
→ 4 gains

The data transfer and processing would be fairly similar to that in LAr.
The prototyping of all the options has started. The prototypes
are exposed to the long term surface test, tests with particle
beams (2016), and some may come to ATLAS before the mass
production to be included in the new trigger test.
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